Thank you for purchasing the Omicron Oil Vaporizer. Before we get started we would like to share a bit of history with you about the world's first essential oil vaporizer. The Omicron was created in 2008 as a portable option for vaporizing essential oils, concentrates and extracts in a fast, efficient and safe manner. Our revolutionary cartridge made the Omicron a household name by allowing the user the freedom to move about in their daily life without being tied to a static location for long periods of time. With the Omicron came freedom and a new Age. The latest version of the Omicron vaporizer you hold in your hand now redefines the standards once again. Thank you for joining us on our mission and making the Omicron your vaporizer.

For the latest news follow us on: @w9tech @w9tech

Sincerely,

Gary Bay
What’s Included

Omicron Battery  Kiss AC v2  Kiss AC v2 Glass  Kiss AC Dual Ti Gr2  Micro USB Cable

Compatible Cartridges

- 510 Mod 0.4 -2.0 ohms
- Essential Oil cartridge with 510 Mod Adapter
- Kiss Cartridge 510 Mod
- Kiss Globe 510 Mod
- Kiss Alpha Globe 510 Mod
- Kiss Alpha Centauri 510 Mod
- Kiss Alpha Centauri v2 510 Mod

Reorder Parts List

Kiss AC Single coil  Kiss AC Dual Coil  Kiss AC 1701  Kiss AC v2 Glass  Kiss AC v2 Tip  Kiss AC O-Rings

Contact us at 818-849-6133 if you have any questions or help ordering.

www.w9tech.com
OMICRON
OIL VAPORIZER

Instruction Manual

Step 1 – Charging

Before you begin using your Omicron vaporizer, please make sure the battery is fully charged. To do this, connect the provided USB cable to the Omicron’s micro USB port, then connect the other side of the cable to an existing USB port or charger. The color of the button indicates the battery charge level, as shown below.

Battery Charge Levels

3.20 - 3.50V = Yellow light
3.50 - 3.75V = Pink light
3.75 - 4.00V = Green light
4.00 - 4.20V = Blue light

Once the battery is charged the button will flash 5 times in blue and turn off to let you know that it is fully charged and ready to use. Carefully remove the cable and proceed to step two.

⚠️ The Unit can not be used while charging.
⚠️ Use a USB port that is rated at 500mA or greater.
⚠️ Never leave an unattended battery charging.

Important Things To Know

- 3 Red flashes indicates a short circuit or the cartridge is not operational.
- 5 Red flashes indicates the battery needs to be charged.
- For full warranty information please visit our site.

Contact us at 818-849-6133 if you have any questions or help ordering.
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Step 2 — Turning Unit on/off

To turn on your Omicron quickly press the button 5 times and the light will flash indicating it is on.

To turn off the unit for storage quickly press the button 5 times and the unit will flash and turn off.

Step 3 — Change Power Settings

To change the power setting quickly press the button 3 times and wait, the unit will change to the new power setting and indicate which power setting it is by flashing the corresponding color.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10w</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13w</td>
<td>Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16w</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19w</td>
<td>Blue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tips and Tricks

- For best performance, pulse the button up to 5 seconds while drawing slowly.

Contact us at 818-849-6133 if you have any questions or help ordering.
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Disassembly

Step 1: To take top off firmly hold the base and gently twist the top in a clockwise motion while pulling it off.

Changing The Coils

Step 2: To remove the coil, hold the base and unscrew it counter clockwise. Don't pull up, just unthread until it separates easily.

Assembly

Step 3: Install the coil by threading it in clockwise until contact is made. To attach the Top, twist in a clockwise motion while pushing down.

Tips And Tricks

Draw air through the cartridge after vaping to clear the air path. Passive draws help cool hot surfaces and resolidify oils to prevent leaking.

Use high strength isopropyl alcohol to keep all electrical contact points clean of residue.

To clear clogs, hold Omicron sideways and draw while applying power for 2 second pulses until the air path opens.

Contact us at 818-849-6133 if you have any questions or help ordering.
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How to Load Your Coils

Place a "grain of rice" sized load, up to 0.1g of concentrate directly onto the coil or black ceramic wick by dropping or gently melting it off an appropriate tool.

Tip: The 1701 works best if you sandwich oils between the heater and wick for its initial load. Once saturated, load on top of the black ceramic wick.

Tap power gently to melt oils into the wick before applying power to vaporize.

For best performance, apply 2-5 second pulses of power for coils, and 2-10 second pulses for the 1701 donuts while drawing gently.

Slow and steady wins the vape game: Draw gently to minimize splatter.

Cleaning Your Coils

1. Gently remove O-Ring from the tip.
2. Drop cartridge and mouth piece into a bag with iso alcohol.
3. Shake the bag every 30 min a few times to get the oils out.
4. Replace the isopropyl alcohol every 4 hours.
5. Remove cartridges and rinse with Distilled Water.
6. Air dry for 24 hours under warm conditions near lamps or under the sun to dry all liquids off.
7. Pulse power for 5 second cycles on low power until all liquid has been vaporized out of the coil. Do not glow the coil, and stop when no further vapor is released.

For complete cleaning instructions please visit www.w9tech.com.

WARNINGS:

Caution:
- Coils are hot after use. Don’t touch until they’ve cooled.
- Never touch metal coils with a metal tool.
- For longest O ring life, never push the Top straight onto the O rings. Always twist while removing and installing.
- Use reasonable power settings. Start low and work your way up to find the best balance of flavor and vapor production for your preferences; we suggest 10-13 watts maximum for the longest coil life.

For instructions on rebuilding the 1701 ceramic doughnut please visit w9tech.com

For the latest news follow us on: @w9tech @w9tech

Contact us at 818-849-6133 if you have any questions or help ordering.
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